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PASADENA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
REDISTRICTING COMMISSION (TASK FORCE) 

MEETING MINUTES 
8-30-2021 

 
 

Task Force Members Present: 
Mikala Rahn 
Tim Wendler 
Allisonne Crawford 
James Aragon 
Beverly Bogar 
Ruth Richardson 
Bret Nicely 
Miles Prince 
 
Task Force Member Absent: 
Norah Small 
 
Board Member: 
Jennifer Hall Lee - Absent 
 

Staff: 
Diane Orona 
 
Public: 
Ruthann Aull 
Natasha Mahone 
Scott Harden 
Allison Steppes 
 
Observing Board Members: 
Michelle Bailey 
Kimberly Kenne 
 
NDC Consultants: 
Douglas Johnson 
Kristin Parks 

 
Meeting called to order at 6:35 p.m. 
 
No public comment 
 
Approval of Minutes from 8-8-2021     Motion:  Rahn 
         Second: Crawford 
         Vote: 8-1 (Absent: Small) 
 
NDC Consultant Douglas Johnson introduced himself to the team.  He explained that between 
September 9 and 23, the official census data should arrive at which time the team can discuss the scope 
of the work and the number of meetings to be scheduled.  NDC Consultant Kristin Parks was also 
introduced.  NDC is also working with the City of Pasadena on their redistricting as well as the Altadena 
Library District.  Member Wendler asked if any federal data had been analyzed; Mr. Johnson will bring 
that information to the next meeting.  He also asked if the prison population will have an effect.  Mr. 
Johnson stated that the number is not large and may not have any effect.  Member Aragon expressed 
concern over the lack of Latino representation on the Board of Education.  Mr. Douglas stated that with 
redistricting, that could chance depending on which district should be adjusted.  Member Wendler 
expressed interested in the logic of how the districts were initially created.  Mr. Johnson suggested that 
Ken Chawkins who led that commission be invited in order to summarize this information.  Member 
Prince expressed interest in the intent of districting initially and asked if the number of districts was 
permanent.  Mr. Johnson affirmed the number would not change from the current seven and promised 



 

to supply the team with appropriate tools such as demographics and maps once the census data is 
provided.  Member Aragon asked for more information on the past activities of districting.  Member 
Rahn suggested that the team learn together as a body so that everyone would have the same 
information.  Member Crawford asked if all districts would be holding a public meeting.  Mr. Johnson 
stated that this would depend on how much the maps change with the census information. 
 
Action Item – Approval of Chair/Co-Chair  
Allisonne Crawford volunteered to co-chair; James Aragon consented to acting as co-chair. 
Motion:  Wendler 
Second:  Nicely 
Vote:  8-1 (Absent: Small) 
 
Adjourned:  7:05 p.m. 
 



The Brown Act (1953 original adoption) 
 

 
I PURPOSE:  
 

In enacting this chapter, the Legislature finds and declares that the public 
commissions, boards and councils and the other public agencies in this State exist 
to aid in the conduct of the people’s business. It is the intent of the law that their 
actions be taken openly and that their deliberations be conducted openly.  GC 
54950 

 
II. WHO DOES IT APPLY TO? 
   

 Local Public Agencies (cf. State bodies- Bagley-Keene Act) 
 Legislative Bodies of local public agencies 

o Standing committees of the legislative body:  (e.g. Budget Committee) 
o Temporary Committees exempt 
o Advisory Bodies Appointed by the Board: e.g. BOC 
 Ed. Code exceptions:  School Site councils, Parent Advisory 
 Committees, but notice requirements still apply  
o Commissions (e.g. Personnel Commissions, Planning Commission, 

Police Commission) 
o Staff? 

     
III. MEETINGS OF THE LEGISLATIVE BODY;  WHAT IS A MEETING? 
 

 Formal 
 Gathering of a majority of the membership 
 Serial meetings-(via in-person, email, correspondence, intermediaries) 
 Electronic meetings through email, social media 

o AB 992 and Social Media 
 Prohibits more than one board members from participation in the  
 social media 
o What does that mean? 

 Public gatherings at weddings? 
 Conferences?  
 Minority of the Board gatherings generally OK, but see AB 992  
 Meeting with staff OK 
 Meeting with community members OK  

   
IV. NOTICE OF MEETINGS 
 

 Regular 72 hours 
 Special 24 hours 
 Agenda listing requirements-brief description 



 Additions generally not permitted except if the body determines that the 
need for the item arose since the posting of the agenda (2/3rds vote) 

 Motion to adopt the agenda? (delete items OK) 
 Brief Comments exception  
 Formulation of agenda  

   
V. LOCATION OF MEETINGS 
 

 General Rule: Within the jurisdiction 
o Teleconferencing rules 
o Covid changes 
o Attorney meetings 

 
VI. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 

 Public comment 
o What does that mean-restrictions? 
o Items not on agenda 
o Agenda items:  before or during discussion of item 
o Accessible to public (Covid exceptions) 
o No conditions on entry 
o Media 
o When the media or the public can be removed 

 
VII. CLOSED SESSIONS 
 

 Agenda requirement 
 Major closed sessions  

o Public employment 
o Litigation both active and anticipated (see agenda reqs.) 
o Labor Negotiations 
o Personnel discipline/dismissal/release Question: Are you discussing a 

person or a position? 
o Evaluation of personnel 
o Property Negotiations 
o Student discipline exempt by Ed. Code 

 
VIII.  REPORT OUT OF ACTION TAKEN IN CLOSED SESSION 
 
IX.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF CLOSED SESSIONS; EXCEPTIONS 
 
X  REMEDIES INJUNCTIVE, MANDAMUS OR DECLARATORY   
  RELIEF; AVOIDANCE OF ACTION TAKEN 
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Brown Act Training with Legal Counsel - Redistricting Commission

6:18 pm - 7:08 pm  Monday, September 27, 2021 | (UTC-07:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada)

Bret Nicely  Diane D Orona  Jeff Marderosian  Beverly Bogar  Norah Small  Mikala Rahn  26229497112  Lawton  
Elizabeth W Pomeroy  Ruth Richardson  Allisonne Crawford  Call-in User_3  Jennifer Hall lee  Kimberly K Kenne  
Tina Fredericks  

WEBVTT

1
Jeff Marderosian 00:00:11.435 --> 00:00:30.875
Meetings that are called cereal meetings and serial meetings are when 1 person on the legislative body, or in your case 
on your commission begins to have a series of meetings with other commissioners. And and that series of meeting is 
about a particular topic.

2
Jeff Marderosian 00:00:31.894 --> 00:00:53.014
So, in your case, you couldn't have a discussion with, with more you've got 9 members on your case, there can be a 
discussion in a serial fashion with up to 4 people support. People can have that discussion. But a majority cannot have a 
discussion about a particular line item.

3
Jeff Marderosian 00:00:54.514 --> 00:01:14.134
Technically, if you're a school board member, and there's a myriad of issues, you could actually have a discussion with 
the other 6 board members on a, on a board of 7. as long as the discussions were separate, separated out on different 
topics. Um, but the whole.

4
Jeff Marderosian 00:01:14.194 --> 00:01:34.954
Purpose here is that the public is entitled to see the discussions that go on as it relates to the business of school districts 
and while we allow board members to have discussions, serial fashion, they can only do. So, with less than a majority of 
the board.

5
Jeff Marderosian 00:01:35.704 --> 00:01:38.044
Same applies to you guys similarly.

6
Jeff Marderosian 00:01:43.774 --> 00:02:02.104
Bunch of exceptions, um, just jot quickly. If if you guys get together at a wedding even though a majority of you are at 
the wedding, you're not talking about the business of the district. You're not talking about redistricting and therefore 
that's not.

7
Jeff Marderosian 00:02:02.109 --> 00:02:21.844
The meeting for purpose in the product, if you were to be sent to a conference to learn about redistricting as long as you 
were, just in a learning mode, and you weren't discussing amongst yourself, the business of the district and redistricting 
that's not a meeting for purpose. Brown.

8
Jeff Marderosian 00:02:23.615 --> 00:02:35.285
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Um, to the extent that you need to meet with your consultants or other staff members, your individual discussions with 
staff members, and the consultants are not considered meetings.

9
Jeff Marderosian 00:02:37.684 --> 00:02:58.354
Each of the consultants may contact you and discuss with you questions that you may have about upcoming data that's 
going to be distributed. Um, or you may contact staff members individually and have those discussions nothing and 
proper about that. Those, those discussions.

10
Jeff Marderosian 00:02:59.255 --> 00:03:19.625
Whether they're consultants or district employees are not subject to the brown act obviously your meetings with the 
community to the extent that community members want to meet with you and voice their opinions about the work that 
you're going to be doing. Um, none of those discussions are subject to the brown.

11
Jeff Marderosian 00:03:19.685 --> 00:03:21.095
They're not considered meetings.

12
Jeff Marderosian 00:03:26.674 --> 00:03:45.034
Okay, um, 1 of the things that we have now is 99 to dealing social media. Um, I'm not a big social media person, but I 
understand that a lot of people do it. And so, as commissioners you can participate in social media.

13
Jeff Marderosian 00:03:45.039 --> 00:04:06.184
Media, and as long as in the particular forum, less than a majority are participating in a particular discussion, that's the 
basic rule. So there can be a discussion. But then there's a huge caveat. And that is that 1 commissioner cannot respond 
to a.

14
Jeff Marderosian 00:04:06.190 --> 00:04:27.185
Another commissioner in that venue, chat room or whatever it is. So, again, there can be a general discussion as long as 
less than a majority are, are in the very in the discussion. But 1 commissioner cannot respond to another commissioner 
in that.

15
Jeff Marderosian 00:04:27.424 --> 00:04:29.884
Media any questions on that.

16
Jeff Marderosian 00:04:33.755 --> 00:04:54.125
All right, then we get to some basic stuff about how to notice meetings. The general rules are 72 hours of notice for a 
regular meeting and 24 hours for a special meeting. This is an agenda that is prepared. That identifies the topics that are 
going.

17
Jeff Marderosian 00:04:54.130 --> 00:05:15.275
It'd be discussed in the case of a school board, or acted upon and there has to be a line item for each item of discussion 
that generally describes the item again, whether it's discussion or action, taken their brown X, says that description need 
not exceed 20.

18
Jeff Marderosian 00:05:15.279 --> 00:05:36.424
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Words, the intent is to apprise the public of what may take place and so as a member of the public, I see a line item and 
that tells me I'm really interested in that. I better show up and listen and potentially participate. So the item has to be.

19
Jeff Marderosian 00:05:36.429 --> 00:05:57.304
Descriptive enough to alert the public, put them on notice that something is going to be discussed and or acted upon. 
And as long as the discussion is reasonably related to the to that item, as described in the post posted agenda, it's 
permissible.

20
Call-in User_3 00:06:00.394 --> 00:06:00.874
Okay.

21
Jeff Marderosian 00:06:03.515 --> 00:06:24.365
Then we get to the fact that in the past that I've seen somebody's, uh, attempt to amend their agenda at the last minute 
and that's clearly and proper. So, if if we have posted a special agenda, 24 hours notice, and there's some screw up, 
unfortunately.

22
Jeff Marderosian 00:06:25.054 --> 00:06:44.704
If there's less than 24 hours before the meeting starts, the agenda really cannot be modified, except for 1 exception or 2 
if there's an emergency, the law allows for the agenda to be modified an event of emergency.

23
Jeff Marderosian 00:06:45.964 --> 00:07:06.664
If the need for the action rose, since the posting of the agenda just happened, um, then the legislative body can on a 2 
thirds vote, add an item to the agenda. But those are really the only exceptions. And so sometimes you'll see legislative.

24
Jeff Marderosian 00:07:06.694 --> 00:07:24.784
Bodies they, you know, can I call for a motion to adopt the agenda or sometimes they'll say to modify it or accepted and 
the truth is that except for deleting items from an agenda, the general rule is you can't modify it by adding items.

25
Jeff Marderosian 00:07:27.994 --> 00:07:48.454
Chronic does allow for brief comments to be made by members of the legislative body. In your case. It's it's the 
commissioners. So, to the extent that the legislative body has a practice of kind of going around the room to take 
everybody's temperatures. See, everyone's doing.

26
Jeff Marderosian 00:07:49.685 --> 00:08:08.825
Brief comments about something, maybe they learned over the weekend, or in the case of school board members. They 
often go to conferences and I've seen many, many times where board members um, during public comment we'll talk 
about. Oh, yes. I went to this conference that.

27
Jeff Marderosian 00:08:10.175 --> 00:08:30.335
Pull out session at the CSB conference, and I learned this, and they may turn to staff and say, well, do we have that in 
place? And, um, can we look into that? And those are all appropriate discussions that are within the boards prerogative 
your prerogative to publicly comment.

28
Jeff Marderosian 00:08:32.044 --> 00:08:38.734
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It talks about briefly, including the fact that you have the ability to turn to staff and ask staff questions.

29
Jeff Marderosian 00:08:41.344 --> 00:09:02.014
The public comments, of course, can be made by members of the public, um, not just the legislative body and so clearly 
is, I think, you all know the public has the right to come and comment upon anything. It may be a topic that's on the list 
of agenda or not on the list of agenda.

30
Jeff Marderosian 00:09:02.585 --> 00:09:23.435
And they have the right to come and say what they want to say. And the only restriction is that it has to be within the 
jurisdiction of the legislative body. So, if somebody wants to come and pontificate about the presidential election, that's 
not within the jurisdiction of school district or.

31
Jeff Marderosian 00:09:23.464 --> 00:09:44.584
Commission and so you don't need to allow that, and I would, I would encourage you to do what were to happen to to 
take the position that person is out of order and tell them that their time is up and legislative bodies have the right in the 
context of public comment to set limits on on the duration of public.

32
Jeff Marderosian 00:09:44.614 --> 00:10:03.814
Comment on the number of public comments and so various public agencies adopted typically 3 minute restrictions. In 
some cases, um, a topic will be restricted after 20 minutes of collective discussion amongst the public comment. 
Speakers.

33
Jeff Marderosian 00:10:06.125 --> 00:10:26.345
Um, the agenda itself, typically in school district, based on bylaws that have been adopted by the board of education, the 
agenda is typically adopted or formed in concert between the superintendent and the president of the school board. In 
your case we have nothing guiding us.

34
Jeff Marderosian 00:10:26.889 --> 00:10:47.794
I suspect that the consultants are going to be interacting with your chair people, um, along with Diana and will be 
identifying topics to come up. For example, they may be saying, well, we, we need to talk to the commissioners about 
the data that we just received.

35
Jeff Marderosian 00:10:48.335 --> 00:11:09.185
And you're gonna have numerous meetings, just receiving the data and asking questions about the data. And then, at 
some point, it'll be agenda eyes that maps are gonna be presented. And at some point, it'll be agenda is that the 
commissioners will be asked to adopt a Maps maps.

36
Jeff Marderosian 00:11:09.189 --> 00:11:30.334
Purposes of recommending to the board of education. Okay. Um, location of meetings. And, and this is a really big 
during the general rule is that the location of a board meeting must be within the public agency within the jurisdiction of 
the.

37
Jeff Marderosian 00:11:30.934 --> 00:11:51.484
That's the general rule, there's some exceptions when the board or commission is meeting with attorneys outside the 
jurisdiction, but that's the basic rule there even before Cobra, there were some teleconferencing rules that allow for some 
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members of the legislative body to participate.

38
Jeff Marderosian 00:11:51.490 --> 00:12:12.545
Through telephone, or through video conferencing as long as the teleconference location is accessible to the public. 
Those were some basic rules that existed prior to those have all been watered down.

39
Jeff Marderosian 00:12:12.664 --> 00:12:33.784
There are exceptions that were created as a result of numerous actions of Governor nusome through his executive 
orders, which, as you all know, have allowed for remote meetings of this nature that we're having tonight and have also 
modified the public participant.

40
Jeff Marderosian 00:12:33.789 --> 00:12:54.934
Patient rules that normally apply and so, you know, during a number of agencies have decided that it was best to 
conduct their meetings remotely, and that it was the best to not have the public in any 1.

41
Jeff Marderosian 00:12:54.964 --> 00:13:16.084
Particular place going forward as I was discussing with Diana, prior to the meeting. Um, we have some new rules on 
this AB, 361 was, uh, just signed by Kevin and use them in the last 2 weeks, which is extending.

42
Jeff Marderosian 00:13:16.114 --> 00:13:37.234
Some of the covet emergency rules, um, all the way to 2024. as long as the state is under an emergency. Um, there's a 
bunch of rules a lot of questions about this, this new law. But essentially, what's happening is the executive orders, 
which.

43
Jeff Marderosian 00:13:37.240 --> 00:13:58.385
For remote remote meetings is now being continued via legislative action through 361 and but there there are some 
clarifications, including the fact that going forward when a body acts remotely they must allow.

44
Jeff Marderosian 00:13:58.414 --> 00:14:19.384
Public participation to be in a real time mode. So, some of the practices of most public agencies in restricting public 
comment to the electronic communication exception that was provided in 1 of the executive.

45
Jeff Marderosian 00:14:19.540 --> 00:14:40.685
That's not going to be allowed in the future under 361. okay. Let's see. Talked about public participation. Also. Talked 
about the jurisdiction of public comments and the fact that.

46
Jeff Marderosian 00:14:40.689 --> 00:15:01.834
With respect to public comment, the legislative body has to allow for the discussion before. Excuse me has to allow the 
public comment before or during the discussion of the item. It doesn't do any good if a legislative body has taken action 
on an item. And then they.

47
Jeff Marderosian 00:15:01.924 --> 00:15:22.684
Allow for public comment, um, that would make no sense. So, before during the discussion of the item with respect to, 
who can show up and participate legislative body cannot require that somebody sign their name to.
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48
Jeff Marderosian 00:15:22.990 --> 00:15:44.105
Any kind of log when they walk in the room to participate I believe you can request the name of any public comment 
speakers ahead of time. And so, to that extent, um, you can ask for their name and the subject so that the president board 
knows whether they're going to be talking about something that's on the agenda.

49
Jeff Marderosian 00:15:44.374 --> 00:16:05.014
Or, not on the agenda, the media, of course, has a full right to attend these meetings. And the only restriction is that they 
cannot Disrupt, disrupt the meeting. And so I've been around for a long time and I remember the old days when NBC 
news.

50
Jeff Marderosian 00:16:05.765 --> 00:16:25.715
Would show up with bright cameras at school board meetings and, um, they would be asked to turn off those bright 
lights cause they were very, very disruptive but now, with high definition, can cameras, um, we don't have that issue 
anymore. So, media has full access to the meetings and.

51
Jeff Marderosian 00:16:26.439 --> 00:16:47.554
With respect to the public and their demeanor, um, as long as they do, not disrupt a meeting. Their participation is 
course fully allowed. Um, there's language in the penal code that makes it a misdemeanor for anyone to disrupt a public 
meeting, including a brown.

52
Jeff Marderosian 00:16:47.614 --> 00:16:48.094
The meeting.

53
Jeff Marderosian 00:16:51.004 --> 00:17:11.344
There are hosts of exceptions to having to discuss and take action in open session and we call that closed session. The 
brown requires that before he legislative body talk about 1 of the enumerated exceptions that.

54
Jeff Marderosian 00:17:11.558 --> 00:17:32.614
Those exceptions must be delineated on the agenda. So the public knows what is being discussed in close session. I can't 
imagine that you're going to have the ability to go into closed session given what you're going to be doing in the months 
ahead. I guess if somebody were to potentially sue the commission.

55
Jeff Marderosian 00:17:33.514 --> 00:17:53.854
Redistricting Commission, you could be talking until legal counsel and close session, but short of that, I can't imagine 
that any of the exceptions would apply, I've kind of tick them off on my outline public employment to expand the school 
board wants to talk about employing somebody that discussion and can be had in close session.

56
Jeff Marderosian 00:17:54.545 --> 00:18:13.925
Mitigation both potential and active litigation can, of course, be discussed labor negotiations where school board will 
authorize their negotiator to take certain actions at the bargaining table outline parameters at the bargaining table. That 
is all permissible.

57
Jeff Marderosian 00:18:15.575 --> 00:18:36.155
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Personnel discipline if the board wants to talk about discipline and a particular employee can do so, under the personnel 
discipline exception in the brown act. In this regard, it's important to note that we're talking about people and.

58
Jeff Marderosian 00:18:36.159 --> 00:18:56.014
So, when the school board wants to talk about positions, or talk about layouts, that's not a close session item. That's 
clearly something where we're discussing positions, rather than people. And therefore it has to have it has to be 
discussed in open session.

59
Jeff Marderosian 00:18:58.474 --> 00:18:58.864
Yes.

60
Mikala Rahn 00:18:59.404 --> 00:19:00.724
Hey, Jeff, it's Michael. Hey.

61
Jeff Marderosian 00:19:00.784 --> 00:19:01.564
Hey.

62
Mikala Rahn 00:19:02.074 --> 00:19:02.884
February.

63
Jeff Marderosian 00:19:04.804 --> 00:19:05.224
No worries.

64
Mikala Rahn 00:19:05.224 --> 00:19:07.684
Nice, it's nice to get a refresher here. We are.

65
Mikala Rahn 00:19:10.024 --> 00:19:12.544
A question, or sort of a scenario heads up.

66
Jeff Marderosian 00:19:12.784 --> 00:19:12.994
Yeah.

67
Mikala Rahn 00:19:13.834 --> 00:19:31.144
I served on the citizen's oversight committee and it went really ugly at 1 point. I don't even know what year that was. 
Kim would know. But what happened was, um, members of the committee, kind of like us.

68
Mikala Rahn 00:19:31.624 --> 00:19:52.294
Went to the couple members, went to the media without the consent of the committee, and sort of put a position out 
there on behalf of the committee without all of us in knowledge of that position going to the media before I went to the 
media. But what I was struck by, and I've had some ugly.

69
Mikala Rahn 00:19:52.324 --> 00:20:13.444
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On the board before, as Jeff knows, but what I struck by is that we all need to acknowledge when we all don't agree and, 
or we do something that's sort of against the collective good. We have to duke it out in front of everybody. Right. Jeff 
meaning meaning there is no close session that the dialogue.

70
Mikala Rahn 00:20:13.449 --> 00:20:20.764
Of us as a group has to be the dialog of us in front of the public. Um, and it's not always easy.

71
Jeff Marderosian 00:20:21.934 --> 00:20:34.594
It's not, um, you know, when you're talking about a school board, you have bylaws and protocols that govern their 
conduct. You have prohibitions with respect to closed session.

72
Jeff Marderosian 00:20:34.600 --> 00:20:55.655
And the fact that stuff that's discussed in close session cannot be disclosed to anyone and you have, you have all these 
restrictions but unfortunately some bodies don't have all these bylaws. I suspect that you have not been asked to adopt.

73
Jeff Marderosian 00:20:55.954 --> 00:21:16.864
Any protocols and so I think it's less clear when you're dealing with a a temporary Commission, like the redistributing, 
like redistricting Commission, as opposed to a school board, where it's very, very clear what can be disclosed and what 
the protocol.

74
Jeff Marderosian 00:21:16.924 --> 00:21:38.044
Is and so I, I would just say, it's a little it's a little bit mirky when you're dealing with entities other than school boards. 
But but yes, there there are times when actions are taken and it's a collective action and the.

75
Jeff Marderosian 00:21:38.049 --> 00:21:53.524
Discussion has to occur in open session, but that's not going to prevent it. Doesn't prevent somebody from going out to 
the public and saying I disagree with the action that we took, but I do respect the board's decision and I'm going to live 
with it.

76
Jeff Marderosian 00:21:59.525 --> 00:22:17.525
The final exception that I've listed here as student discipline, um, the education code, actually exempts student discipline 
matters from public discussion and for a good reason. So, once a legislative.

77
Jeff Marderosian 00:22:17.554 --> 00:22:38.644
Body takes action in close session, it's required to report out the action that's taken in close session, and it has to report 
out the vote of each board member. And so typically, most of the time these votes are unanimous. And so oftentimes 
you'll hear that.

78
Jeff Marderosian 00:22:38.679 --> 00:22:59.554
Board took action unanimously by a 1 vote with board members, so, and so dissenting to do the phone, oftentimes 
there's a discussion in close session. No actions been taken. So the doesn't require any dissemination.

79
Jeff Marderosian 00:23:00.844 --> 00:23:20.974
The discussion, or the nature of the discussion only 1 action is taken talked briefly about the confidentially closed 
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session again. I don't see it happening in your case, but, um, the discussions and close session are absolutely confidential 
and that cannot.

80
Jeff Marderosian 00:23:21.005 --> 00:23:42.125
Be disclosed unless the legislative body instructs 1 or 1 or more board members that they are authorized to go out until 
the public, or to do this, or do that, that action was taken in close session with respect to what are we.

81
Jeff Marderosian 00:23:42.130 --> 00:24:03.275
When we have brown violations, most of the time we're dealing with action taken, it's pretty rare where you have 
members of the public complaining to the district attorney about discussions that occurred generally.

82
Jeff Marderosian 00:24:03.279 --> 00:24:24.424
It's where the counsel or the board has taken action, and it's perceived that that action was not authorized by the brown 
most of the time before filing a lawsuit you have to request that the item B redone. It's called Karen. Correct?

83
Jeff Marderosian 00:24:25.384 --> 00:24:45.244
So, here's what you did wrong you took action, it wasn't clearly delineated in the agenda and I'm requesting that over the 
next 30 days. You take action to cure and correct. The alleged brown violation, and the legislative body then in concert 
with our legal counsel to determine.

84
Jeff Marderosian 00:24:45.604 --> 00:25:06.604
They screwed up or not, and if they did, then, um, the next thing that happens is what I call it a, do over where you, the 
body takes action again, but this time does it right? And only, at that point, no legal action can be filed because the body 
has cured the brown.

85
Jeff Marderosian 00:25:11.105 --> 00:25:18.065
That's as far as I'm going to go and I guess, uh, anyone, if you have any questions happy to answer those questions.

86
Diane D Orona 00:25:24.844 --> 00:25:27.184
Jeff, I just want to clarify again.

87
Jeff Marderosian 00:25:27.334 --> 00:25:27.604
Yeah.

88
Diane D Orona 00:25:27.694 --> 00:25:41.974
Having these meetings, virtually if we invite the public in, as we did, it's posted on the agenda how you would access 
the meeting. Then we're fine. We don't provided the public has access to.

89
Diane D Orona 00:25:41.980 --> 00:25:42.430
Meeting.

90
Jeff Marderosian 00:25:43.325 --> 00:25:44.555
That's correct. That's great.
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91
Diane D Orona 00:25:44.585 --> 00:25:45.695
Okay, thank you.

92
Jeff Marderosian 00:25:45.725 --> 00:25:45.935
Yeah.

93
Jeff Marderosian 00:25:49.054 --> 00:26:10.024
Well, then I, I don't see any questions. So, um, I, I just would commend all of you for the working or be doing. I mean, 
it's just a Herculean job. Um, and, uh, the thought of dealing with the data that you guys are going to be dealing with in 
the coming weeks, um, it's really quite daunting.

94
Jeff Marderosian 00:26:10.954 --> 00:26:18.574
God bless you all good luck to you. All we look forward to your recommend your recommendations to the school board. 
Thank you very much.

95
Diane D Orona 00:26:20.764 --> 00:26:21.544
Thank you Jeff.

96
Mikala Rahn 00:26:22.414 --> 00:26:23.104
Jeff.

97
Jeff Marderosian 00:26:23.104 --> 00:26:23.224
Right.

98
Mikala Rahn 00:26:23.224 --> 00:26:23.704
You.

99
Ruth Richardson 00:26:23.734 --> 00:26:25.294
Thank you very much is very clear.

100
Jeff Marderosian 00:26:25.744 --> 00:26:27.334
All right.

101
Mikala Rahn 00:26:33.754 --> 00:26:36.334
Are we all out? That was the only item, right?

102
Diane D Orona 00:26:39.094 --> 00:26:57.064
Correct yes well, that was the only we can adjourn whenever you're ready. I just wanted to know am I am recording this 
and I'll have the transcript tomorrow that I can share with everyone and we will also attach it to the posted agenda. So 
the public can see what the discussion was.
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103
Mikala Rahn 00:27:00.754 --> 00:27:01.594
Thank you for and.

104
Diane D Orona 00:27:04.115 --> 00:27:04.775
So, welcome.

105
Allisonne Crawford 00:27:07.989 --> 00:27:10.384
Any other discussion questions.

106
Norah Small 00:27:12.184 --> 00:27:15.274
Do we need to formally adjourn? People are just hopping off.

107
Allisonne Crawford 00:27:19.145 --> 00:27:21.485
Formally adjourn at 708. 0. P. M.

108
Ruth Richardson 00:27:22.955 --> 00:27:24.095
Thank you Allison.

109
Ruth Richardson 00:27:26.795 --> 00:27:27.065
Here.

110
Allisonne Crawford 00:27:27.065 --> 00:27:27.515
Right.
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